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"Cam?us Climates and Development Studies - Their Implications for Four Year

Cch aelated Colleges." I suppose the most striking thing about that

title is its monumental pretentiousness, a fact that escaped me when I blithely,

in eed eagerly, agreed to speak about it. L'ut as the time to produce inexorably

arrived, as my last graia of procrastination dropped to the bottom of the glass,

and as my terror escalted, the pretentiousness became all too clear. Yet in re-

viewing the litezature I have been reassured. There are findings of relevance to

our problems. There are propositions which receive substantial support. In the

interests of clarity and succinctness I've stated these propositions rather baldly.

Those qualifyilz. like "tend to', "for the most part", "under normal

circumstances', with which we are prone to hedge our bets and cover our rear, have

been dropped. One effect may be an exaggerated implication of conviction and

dogmatism; you are, therefore, advised to insert your own qualifying phrases

where it seems apyropriate. Such insertions will move any of these propositions

closer to accuracy.

2rol)os.:tion 1 - Student development in college occurs in seven major areas:

(a) Levelopment of Competence, (b) Management of Emotions, (c) Development of

Autonomy, (d) Freeing of Interpersonal Relationships, (e) Development of Purpose,

". Given nt "A WorkshoD in Coordination and Integration of Student Personnel

a.ld Academic Programs in the Liberal Arts College." These comments were prepared

in the context of the Project on Student Development in Small Colleges, supported
by LNI1.2 grant # MH 01929-02.
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( ) Development of Identity, Dtavelopment of Integrity.

`.7ou will rco3nise that not all these terms are original. I will briefly

elaborate aspects of four as a context for discussion of institutional impact;

Gomepetence, Autoaomy, Freeing of Interpersonal Relationships, Identity.

Competence i a ptchork with three tines, interpersonal competence,

physical and manual -,111:1, and intellectual competence. Some tasks require

only one kind of competence; others require a mixture. But you can't pitch

much hay without a handle and the handle is what R. W. White Calls "sense of

competence", the confidence one has in his ability to accomplish what he sets

out to do. (63, . 64) Of course one's sense of competence is related to the

reality of one's competences; yet the productivity and effectiveness achieved

with a given level of ability varies greatly with one's feelings about and

orientations toward, the levels of competence attained. Intellectual competence

is that aspect of development to which the major efforts of most colleges are

devoted. ;.:ithout fail, college obj ctives concern the development intellectual

skills and the acquisition of information. We shall therefore, take this aspect

of Cometence, along with sense of competence, as one point of focus in further

discussion.

The Development of Autonomy involves the development of emotional inde-

,:dende:,ce, of instrumental independence, and the recognition of interdependence.

be emotionally indei)endent is to be free from continual and pressing needs

for reassurance, affection, or approval. Instrumental independence has two

major components, the ability to carry on activities and to cope with problems

without seeking help, and the ability to be mobile in relation to one's own

needs and desires. 'vature dependence" (19) or recognition and acceptance of

'interdependence" (64) is the capstone of autonomy. As interdependencies
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are recognized, boundaries of personal choice are seen more clearly and one

can become an agent for oneself; one s particular existence can be carved out

of the lar,-;er context of ona's

The "Freein of Interpersonal Relationships" is also Mite's term. He

says, "Under reasonably faNrorable circul;Istances the natural growth of person-

ality moves in the direction of human relationships that are less anxious,

less defensive, less burdened by inappropriate past reactions, more friendly,

more spontaneous, more warm, more respectful." (62) Such development involves

an increasing tolerance for a wider range of persons; tolerance not only in

the sense of "putting up with", but also in the sense of not being upset by expo-

sures that earlier caused distress. Tde lly this tolerance develops not through

increased resistance and'immunization, but through an increasing capacity to respond

to persons in their own right rather than with particular conventions or stereo-

types.

Identity is characterized by Erickson as "a feeling of being at home in

one s awn body, a sense of ,..nowing where one is going', and an inner assured-

ness of anticipated recognition from those who count." (18, p. 118) The develop-

ment of identity is like learning to drive. Progress occurs in fits and starts

and there is much wandering from one side of the road to another. But with

experience and practice change occurs. The driver and the vehicle become acquainted.

Pecular requirements for operation become known. The driver comes to know his

own limits and those imposed by certain conditions. In time, snow, heavy traffic,

occasional skids, and mechanical failures are encountered with assurance and with

some ease. Finally driving becomes a pleasure, not a chorP.)

can be attended to while doing it.

and other things
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An example and a xotaphor for such development is provided by what Gardner

A

Yurphy calls "human rhynrs" (39, pp. 185, 136) which he illustrates by photic

drivi.ag. If an individual submits himself to an instrument which emits flashes

at intervals, he may reveal his own breaking point, the point at which the .

rhythm induces a convulsion. If, for example, the -number is 16, he may rapidly

lose consciousness as this number of flashes is prese=ed in the standard time

interval. Seventeen and 15, however, are safe numbers for him. It is not

until 32 or other multiples of 16 is reached that he breaks again. Like the

piano wire that hums or like the glass that shatters, we ali probably have our

critical frequencies in a variety of areas. The Development of Identity thus

can be seen as the process ofdiscovering what kinds of experiences, at what

levels of intensity and frequency, we resonate with in either satisfying, safe,

or self-destructive fashion.

There is evidence indicating that change does occur in these areas during

the college years. Further, four year liberal arts colleges, including those

with Church affiliations, usually aim to foster such development, at least as

they describe their objectives in their catalogs. So with these four major

dimensions of development in mind we ask, 'What is fhe potential impact of

college? What relationships exist between institutional policies, practices,

and conditions, and development in these four areas?"

Proposition 2 - Impact increases as institutional objectives are clear and

taken seriously, and as the diverse elements of the college and its program

are internally consistent in the service of the objectives.

Eddy, reporting his study of college influence on student character said,

"The potential of environment is measurably increased by a feeling of community.

And that feeling appears to begin where it should -- in common understanding and

acceptance of commonly shared goals." (16, p. 143, 144) Jacob's survey of

0,11'



research concerning thu effect of college on attitudes and values found little
A

influence except at a few institutions where a distinctive climate prevailed.

(28, 1957) At the time of Newcomb's study in the late 1930's Bennington was

dominated by a liberal social and political outlook. Students whose attitudes

changed were those who most identified with this dominant orientation. (41)

And the follow-up study of these same students twenty five years later indicates

that for most the chan e in attitudes has been sustained. (42) Figure 1

illustrates this second proposition.

(Insert Fii;ure 1 about here)

Of course it is not the simpl,: statement of objectives that has an impact.

Every college catalog contains such statements. Some speak frankly of hopes

or aspirations. Others claim achievement of these ideal ends and for these

consumer protection legislation would be appropriate. But where o'ajectives are

taken seriously, institutional impact is strengthened three ways. First, policies,

programs, and practices tend toward greater internal consistency. When faculty

members manning ubiquitous committees make decisions in terms of commonly shared

and explicit institutional objectives then the various parts fit together with

greater coherence and integration. The developmental impact of one element

less frequently runs counter to another. Second, clear objectives help students

make more explicit their own reasons for attending the college and their own

purposes while there, and help them use time and energy more directly in the

service of those objectives they value. Third, it is important to be explicit

about objeetives because they contain within them strong value commitments.

Yo institution is without such commitments and often they are absorbed unwillingly

by students and are learned as matters not to be questioned. At some institutions,

for example, the work-success ethic, rugged individualism, personal achievement,
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self-denial and future time orientation, or a puritan morality, are among

the dominant values which are assumed and left implicit, which are not

questioned or made explicit. And at other institutions, a similar condition

exists for such emergent values as sociability, a relativitistic moral

attitude, conformity, or a hedonistic present-time orientation.

Such unconscious learning tends to seal off these matters from conscious

control and modification and thus leads to rigidity and dogmatism. When

objectives are explicit and when the attendant values are overtly expressed,

they can become the object of c::amination, disagreement, and challenge.

Then the learning which occurs makes for more conscious and flexible inte-

gration of these values with, other components of personality and behavior.

In time another factor begins to operate. Because the objectives are

those of 'the colic:len they can be perceived as somewhat outside of and

beyond any particular student. Ona can thus identify with them and be

missionary about them; one's own self-interest becomes tied up with their

realization both by oneself and by others. Under such conditions campus

visitors are exhorted to modify their own values and behavior and the vir-

tues of the institution in fostering the .objectives are persuasively extolled.

This leads to self-selection by prospective students and faculty members,

and Eddy's community of shared ideas and goals becomes a self-sustaining

reality which operates with increasing force and subtlety.

Pronosition 3 - Output is primarily determined by input.

Because of self-selections and because of varied admissions criteria,

entering students differ greatly from college to college, and Figure 2 will

recall some types we have all encountered.

(Insert Figure 2 about here)
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There is substantial diversity among student bodies in characteristics

of importance to educational practice. In scholastic aptitude, for example,

1.1cConne1l and Heist report, "The mean ACE total score for the 60,539 students

in the sample of 200 schools was 104.4 with a standard deviation of 27.1.

L'..,mong the schools, the mean scores ranged from a low of 37.5 to a high of

149.2 nen converted to percentiles ... the two extreme mean scores

were equivalent to the first and ninety second percentiles. (34, pp. 232)

Data from the Omnibus Personality Inventory (6) collected at the Center for

Research and Development in Higher Education, in the context of our own Pro-

ject on Student Development and in other studies, indicate large differences

in attitude and personality characteristics among students in different

liberal arts colleges. On measures of social maturity, self-confidence,

originality, intellectual interests, esthetic interests and sensitivity;

political and religious liberalism, iopulsivity, and personal integration,

variation in pattern from college to college indicates clearly the distinctive

quality of particular student bodies.

The first point, therefore, is the obvious one. Whether graduates from

a particular college are frequently Rhodes Scholars and Woodrow Wilson

Fellows, political activists or talkative liberal, committed.religious leaders,

artists, or scientists, depends in large measure upon the characteristics

of the students initially attracted and admitted.

The second point is less obvious. It is clear that the impact of a

given program varies depending upon its appropriateness to the character-

istics of the students being served. Consider institutions. A and B, :both of

which aim to help students become "responsible and independent democratic
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citizens". At A, students are self-controlled, self-confident, respectful

of authority, unimpulsive, conservative, and relatively lacking in origin-

ality and social concern. At D, students are highly concerned about social

issues, impulsive, rebellious toward authority, with a flair for the artistic

and original. To become responsible independent citizens who can well serve

a democracy, students at A seem primarily to need awakening, challenging,

opening to experience; students at B need greater integration, organization,

self-discil)line. To achieve the same objective at these two institutions

requires quite different programs.

Or consider the "development of intellectual interests and critical

thinking ability" at institutions A and B where A students tend t.o be 'authori-

tarian" and B students, "anti-authoritarian". According to research by Stern,

'The typial authoritarian student preferred studying alone, since

working with others always meant a bull session in which nothing definite

was ever settled. He also preferred to study in the same place throughout

the year, in a room that was neat and orderly and free from the distraction

of the radio, television, or phonograph. He developed rigid time schedules

for studying, reading, and review, and relied heavily on formal study aids,

teacher suggestions on outlin!.ng and notetaking, and rote memorization of

significant facts to get himself through. Difficult reading materials were

particularly frustrating to him, and he dealt with this problem by going to

the instructor or to better students for help. Theoretical discussions in

class were another source of difficulty, and the authoritarian student most

preferred a straightforward exposition by the instructor to any other class-

room activity. He prepared for the final examination by reviewing classroom
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and reading notes and memorizing the main points. The only thing he liked

about essays was getting them done....

"The responses of the typical antiauthoritarian indicated that his place

of study varied, as he alternated between satisfying his desire to be with

people and isolating himself as a defense against this need. He enjoyed

cooperative study beca'ase he like& other viewpoints, liked discussions, and

because it save him an opportunity to be with other people. He didn't

care much where he studf:ed as long as it was quiet. Readings challenged him

and he sought out additional materials to improve his understanding. He

waen the class discussed side issues and took notes of stimulating

and challenging ideas that he,intended to explore later. He prepared for

the final examination by trying to arrive at some sense of the course as

totality, and liked essay assignments because they gave him a chance to

work with ideas, to express himself, and to explore abstract concepts."

(54)

Thus, the response of the authoritarian or the anti-authoritarian, to

given patterns of curriculum, teaching, and evaluation will differ sharply.

In summary, then, the developmental level at graduation depends largely

upon the particular characteristics students bring with them at entrance.

These characteris q influence the response of students to varying insti-

tutional conditions and educational practices and also limits the amount and

kinds of development that can be expected within a four-year period in a

college setting.

Figure 1 suggests four major areas of institutional policy and practice

which must be coordinated for maximum impact: (d) curriculum, teaching,
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and evaluation; (b) residentia arrangements; (c) student-faculty rela-

tionships; and (d) the student culture. Any institution has more than

these four arrows in its o iver2 but these are of laajor importance and for

now discussion will be restricted to them. We take them one at a time in

the order mentioned.

Pronosition 4A - tefl ehe curriculum is highly structured with few

electives, when teaching is by lecture, and when evaluation is infrequent

and competitive, ability to memorize is fostered. Sense of Competence,

Freeing of Interpersonal Relationships, and Development of Autonomy and Identity

is not.

'proposition 4 - When the curriculum provides for choice and flexibility

of program, when teaching is by discussion, and when evaluation involves

frequent feedback concerning the substance of behavior and performance, the

ability to analyse and to synthesize is fostered. Under such conditions

Sense of Competence, Freeing of Im:erpersonal Relationships, and Development

of Autonomy and Identity is also fostered.

Thet two part proposition covers a lot of territory. Curriculum organ-

ization, teaching practices, and evaluational procedures are so systematically

linked that the force of one element is difficult to disentangle from the

force of the other two. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate two curricula:approaches,

the unstructured, which ta;:es the needs and interests of student as its

basis for organization, and the tightly structured which takes the disciplines

as its basis and where no student appears. Nost colleges fall somewhere be-

tween the two though probably closer to the structured than the unstructured.

Yuow lets look at some of the research relevant to relationships between

curriculum, teaching, and evaluation, and student development.

(Insert Figures 3 and 4 about here)
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Intellectual competence CIO:',2 not just happen. As liarlow points out,

"Thin:cing does not deviop spontaneously as an expression of innate ability;

it is the end result of a long learning process.... The brain is essential

to thought, but the untutored brain is not enough, no matter how good a

brain it may be. An untrained brain is sufficient for trial and error,

fumble-through behavior, but only training enables an individual to think

in terms of ideas and concepts. (24, p. 6) It is clear from evidence

already available that teaching practices in college produce different kinds

of cognitive behavior and therefore are likely to foster different kinds

of intellectual competence. The evidence concerning the differential effects

of lectures versus discussion classes is now abundant and consistent. In

a nutshell, lectures are superior for the transmission of information,

particularly information Guite snecific in nature (3) which does not run

counter to beliefs already held. Discussion elasses provoke more active

thinking than lecture classes (4) and a number of experiments have demonstrated

that active learning is more efficient than passive (36). As McKeachie

observes, (35) 'if we are trying to achieve application, critical thinking,

or some of the higher level cognitive outcomes,... students should have an

opportunity to practice application and critical thinking and to receive feed-

back on the results. Group discussion provides an opportunity to do this ...

it permits presentation of a variety of problems enabling a number of people

to gain experience in integrating facts, formulating hypotheses, amassing

relevant evidence, and evaluating conclusions. In addition, when information

encounters i1,2llectual or emotional resistance, discussion holds the possibility

of revealing the source of resistance so it can be examined and dealt with.

2-.nd as Levin demonstrated, the presence of a group contributes to changes in



motivation and attitudes, because it is often easier to effect change in a

group than with a single individua1"(3l).

The evaluational procedures used also influence cognitive behavior. As

lavhuw observes, "If teachers base their grades on memorization of details,

students will memorize the text. If students believe grades are based upon

ability to integrate and to apply principles, they will try to acquire

such ability."

12.

225) 2arly research by Meyer (37) and by Terry (56),

for ex=c,ple, suggested that the prospect of an essay exam led to study

activities which emphasized the or i itganzation anu nerrelationships ol facts.

and principles, where an upcoming multiple dhoice exam led to memorization.

And as Dressel observes in the context of Ilichigan State, "the seeming

necessity of covering large masses of material ... leaves too little time for

any but the most able students to reflect on the meaning, interrelationship,

and aDplicability of knowledge which is being gained. The able student, too,

often displays reluctance to think for himself, in part because the exercise

of thought and judgement is time-consuming and difficult and in part, no

doubt, because he sees little evidence that such effortvill yield returns

in the currency of the academic realm.... The most discomforting finding

was the total inability of some students to engage in a pattern of reasoning

or even to realize that this was possible .... Much as we continue to be

disturbed about these findings, we cannot feel that the blame rests entirely

on the students. It was evident that for many ... the task of thinking

through to an answer, rather than recalling one, was a novel experience."

(14, p. 199, 209)
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aesearch concerning student-centered teaching is also relevant here,

and is.summed up by :.:ceachie as follows: "In eleven studies (of student-

centered teaching), significant differences in ability to apply concepts,

in attitudes, in motivation, or in group membership skills have been found

between discussion techniques emphasizing freer student participation compared

with discussion with greater instructor dominance. In 10 of these the dif-

ferences favored the more student-centered method....

"In short, the choice of instructor-dominated versus studentcentered

discussion techniques appears to depend upon one's goals. The more highly

one values outcomes going beyond acquisition of knowledge, the more likely

that student-centered methods will be preferred." (35, p. 1140)

Sense of Competence also may be Sharply affected. Most to the point

are the studies of Thistlethwaite. He reports that "Increase in level of

aspiration (motivation to seek advanced degrees) was associated with: (a)

strong faculty press for enthusiasm, humanism, affiliation, independence,

achievement, and supportiveness; (b) weak faculty press for compliance;

and (c) strong student press for estheticism. (57, p. 313)

"Colleges outstandingly successful in encouraging undergraduates to get

the doctorate in humanistic fields are characterized by (a) excellent social

science faculty and resources, (b) flexible, or somewhat unstructured

curriculum, (c) energy and controversiality of instruction, and (d) infor-

mality and warmth of student-faculty contacts." (53)

The results of Davis nationwide study are congruent with Thistlethwaite's

findings. Davis found that high prestige, intellectually elite colleges

significantly under-produced future scientists when the talent and the inter-

ests of their entering students were taken into account. The encouragement
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of a faculty member led students to pursue further work in science, but

faculty members rarely encouraged any but their A students. Since grades

frequently were distributed according to a rough normal curve, many students

in these colleges received B's and C's even though they were among the top

ten percent on any national measure of scientific aptitude or achievement.

(12) Thus the consecuence of this competitive grading was a reduction in

student self-esteem and a lowering of career aspirations.

Research by Atkinson and Litwin concerning the differential effects

of negative and positive motives reveals the extent to which such lowered

self-esteem and highly competitive grading practices can become a vicious

circle. They found that men students who were high in anxiety about tests

more frequently completed examinations first and did more poorly on the exam

than in their general course work. Students with positive motivation, in

this case high "need achievement', tended to stay in the examination room

longer. (2)

So much for research relevant to relationships between patterns of

curriculum, teaching and evaluation, and the development of intellectual

competence and sense of competence. The findings so far suggest fairly clear

lines of force associated with various practices.

Development of Autonomy is also influenced. Snyder, from the perspective

of his work at N.I.T., says: "The student goes to lecture and hears from

his professor that the course ... is exciting. Nuch independent thought

will be demanded. He is urged to think about the subject, reflect on what

he reads, and develop the habit of skepticism. The first quiz, in the student's

eyes, calls for the playback of a il'rge number of discrete facts. The
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message that some students hear is that reflection of original thought is

for the birds and that memorization will get the A. Some possible student

responses to such dissonance include alienation, cynicism about the aca-

demic enterprise, a determination to play the academic game with shrewd-

ness, or conformity to the task of getting grades." (53, D. 351) None of

these potential responses is likely to foster Autonomy. And such responses

are made. A study of men who do well academically, conducted by Black at

the Counseling and Testing Center at Stanford, found the most salient trait

to be cooperativeness", which included the tendency to be helpful, moderate,

respecuu.d_, appreciative, sympathetic, and sensitive. Black observes that

such traits are more characteristic of women than of men in our cuu.ture and

thus may account for the fact that while men constitute seventy percent of

the undergraduates at Stanford they consitute only fifty-seven percent of

the Dean's List. (33, p.

Thus, when the curriculum specifies what shall be studied, when learning

involves memorization of information designated as important by the teacher,

and when grades depend upon conformity and cooperativeness within this

system, then Autonomy is not fostered.

Closely associated with the Development of Autonomy is the Development

of Identity. Three basic conditions foster such development: (a) varied

direct experiences and roles; (b) meaningful achievement; and (c) relative

freedom from anxiety and pressure (18 ,
49 ). Most of us are familiar with

the typical student responses to limited arenas for achievement and explor-

ation combined with competitive pressures. We see the frequent and pre-

mature settling on one style of life, a single frame of reference, as the

focal point for self-organization and self-esteem, as the core of one's
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being. We see the beats, the grinds, the jocks, the party boys, the hippies.

However, we can also see, in some settings where opportunities are many and

varied and where competitive pressures are less, students who range more

widely, who can try on various styles, assume varied roles, and through-

out, be less tenacious and totalistic in their investments. Freedman sees

no evidence tht grading helps people lead the good life and argues that

the grading system discourages the development of intrinsic and lasting

intellectual interests and self-definition in general. His assertion is

substantiated by Hoyt and Heath. Studies reviewed by Hoyt showed no rela-

tionships between grades and fhe adult achievement of businessmen, physicians,

scientists, engineers or teachers. He further reports that "studies in

miscellaneous occupations and in non-occupational areas are consistent in

showing little or no relationship between academic success and various

criteria of adult performance. (26) Heath reports that, "persistent

academic pressure punctuated by the ever recurring examinations and papers

forces a student into an .increasingly auto-centric existence.' (25, p. 27)

Perhaps Riesman puts it best when he says, 'Leading from strength may rob

the students of the possibility of discovering other areas in which they

may not be so well-equipped, but which may nevertheless be more relevant

for them as they slowly grow.' (46, p. 182)

1.eaningful work can provide a counterbalance for totalistic adoption

of a particular role. Yet students testify to the meaninglessness of college

work. The scent conference on stadEltnt stress (52) which impelled the notion

of relevance onto the educational scene is only one of many pieces of evidence.

Observation of 'free universities" and student taught courses indicates that

when students develop courses and programs of study for themselves, the
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subject matter, the role of the teacher, and the learning activities pursued,

depart markedly from those of the typically organized curriculum, lecture,

and examination.

The Freeing of Interpersonal Relationships is alsb affected. Freedman

sees a connection between competitive climates and the sense of isolation

on some campuses. -Sanford explains the dynamic nicely. Observing Stanford

students, he reports that 'among the men students at Stanford today there

are virtually no friendships.... The thing that I was impressed by ... was

that these boys could not really be friends with each other because they

could not reveal themselves to each other enough to establish an intimate

relationship. In that situation, they saw each other as everything else

except friends -- as competitors, as people who could be manipulated, who

could make .one feel big or make one feel little -- as everything except

genuine objects of human relationship. So they had to put on an act all

the time, even with ... their fraternity brothers and roommates. There was

always the possibility that this guy would get something on them that would-

somehow be harmful in the general race that they were ali running together

As a matter of fact I think that the early marriages in college are largely

a result of this. The boys can't really be intimate with each other.
rn,

only person they can find who will listen while they reveal their softer sides

is one of the girls. A friendship will develop with her and this will be

mistaken ..()a a nmance, atd raLg i1l folIo.... The thiu I GOO at

Stanford and at other high-pressure places ... is that the idea of the college

as a moratorium where people have a few years to discover themselves and to

learn how to relate to other people ... is being given up. Instead the whole

:;



thins is bein,, treated as a kind of traininr, ')roo.rin or a business enter-

prise ... which is likely to be quite damaging both to the development of

our people and to their mental health." (48, pp. 21, 22)

So much for curriculum, teachin, and evaluation. The relationships of

various patterns of practices to Intellectual Competence and Sense of Compe-

tence, to Development of Autonomy and Identity, and to the Freeing of Inter-

personal Relationships seem clear and forceful.

Proposition 5 - Residence hall settings foster or inhibit Development

of Competence, Autonomy, Identity, and the Freeing of Interpersonal Rela-

tionships, depending upon the diversity of backgrounds and attitudes among

the residents, the opportunities for significant interchange, t-he existence

of shared intellectual pursuits and interests, and the degree to which the

unit becomes a meaningful culture or reference group for its members.

Development in the residence hall setting stems from two major sources:

(a) close friendships and accompanying bull sessions; and (b) the general

values and attitudes carried by the house as a cultural entity. It does not

surprise us when Dressel and Lehman say, "The most significant reported ex-

perience in the collegiate lives of these (Kichigan State University) stu-

dents was their association with different personalities in their living

unit. The analysis of interview and questionnaire data suggested that dis-

cussions and bull sessions were a potent factor in shaping the attitudes and

values ,.tacse stuuens.
r

An ezzample of what can occur is given by Robert Uhite, who describes the

following incident for a student he called Hale: "It was during his fresh-

man year that :Tale came to his decision to be a doctor.... Across the hall
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in the dormitory lived student who enjoyed argument. Hale also enjoyed

part±cularly

4 L.a with this neighbor who was always,

n"---=-- ne

re,'sonable and therz!fw-e d-;(7, not irritate him and throw him into stubborn

ale rel)orts 'One nirht for some reason or bther ... he decided

he got it into his mind, that I should be a doctor instead of going into

advertisi -0 And so he started to argue with :7(1 about it and when morning

came I agreed that he was right. He did a very logical, very thorough job

on ue, and so I went dolIn the next day and I changed my field of concentration

to biology. Then T called up my family and told them what I'd decided, which

Lhey didn't like.' (62)

Now, obviously, not all career decisions arc made in such fashion, but

it is clear that such discussions have significant impact. Indeed Wallace,

on the basis of his study of student culture suggests thaL "the main criteria

!: C 1 7., 4 selection and the main.influence of the resulting friend-

ships may not be on attitudes relevant to ... life as a student, but rather

on'those ... larger and often more burning problems of developing an orienta-

tion to life in genel-al; problems of becoming an adult in an adult world;

-problems in short, of life cycle ... (61, p. 114)

Farnsworth, commenting on some still unpublished research, indicates

that 'in dormitories the sexual behavior of students varies tremendously

according to the dearee of irls. One0a-aressiveness shown by Lne popular a00

aggressive girl can 0,11::'.:e definitely change the sexual behavior of several

girls in tile group. If there are three or four girls in a given entry who

are the prestige girls and who have hi h standards, they can cause others

to hold onto the ideals with which they came to college in the first place."

(20, p. 72)



is a t;o clear both from. research =e, 2zora our m- experiences that

SOM C012.0V c ..to distinctive Characteristics,

sLbculturas 4" if" j---on o.. soe.;a' scientist, vihich may persist

at length and be resistant to Chance. .-u ev.i.cence lso indicates that

these different sub-cultures hz...ve an influence. For ex=ple, Vreeland and .

idwii, who studied Yarvard 1,ouses, 2ound that 'when peer involvement is

hi -, l_ouse ezrects Imon studc-e va1u e and attitude change are marked.",

and ineicate that the arrective cate of the 1:ouse is the central mechanism

of change. (60, pp. 247-240)

Such research susgests the powerful forces for development, or for its

retardation, which reside in residence hall settings. Develo-oment of

Competence, of Autonomy, of Identity, and the Freeing of Interpersonal

Relationships can be fostered or inhibited depending upon the conditions which

prevail. In another publication I have spelled out some of these relation-

ships. (3) To manage residence . 11 conditions in developmentally productive

ways is a complex and difficult thing, but there is little room to doubt

the need for continued and informed attention to the task.

Proposition # 6 - rZhen student-faculty interaction is frequent and

friendly, and when it occurs in diverse situations calling for varied roles,

Development of Intellectual Competence and Sense of Competence, of Autonomy,

and of identity, is fostered.

Wallace's study illustrates the potential impact of student-faculty

relationships on intellectual competence and sense of competence: "admiration

of faculty members was associated with higher CPA's, and with spending less

time on dates... , P. 163) fcund this relationship to be strongest

for hign aptitude students and for these students he also found that "admiration
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:--adu-te school as.oirations.". "

0)-4 2. 11:i;) and*:n,%s'.hu thoe or linvis mentioned earlier, where

2

C.4
iafluence fol goinci on to graduate school.

k si 0 4. to

lis 71.ulti-collage research, describes the

teacher w.lo sti,mulates wrz.duate .1tuLy as follows: ae does not see students

--*on durin o. orrice i'.ours or ..,5v an.pointment- open displays of emotion are

to ,:arrass ,not 11 ...,7
studencs need not wait to be called upon oe-

-0 emr7LC
rore sca class.;

' e " ` r,
la ".uctenL,, ae rrecuently reJ.ers to

his colleagues by their Y `
4..7J %. students do not feel obligated to

address him. ac 'professor or 7doctor'." (50, pp..185, 189)

Esther 1:aushenbush reports an exchange with a boy, which reveals the

impact of a good teacher:

--n A-nde-son did everything for me.'

- 4_ .

.J.L.c. was ,.mos impo,.anL ti.ing he did for you?'

tau'" Li, to0,0- .

%raat does that mean? It is so easy to say.'

'Thiahing -- how to take one step at a time to find out what you want

to know -- the wonderful experience of being dble to do that. He didn't

answer questions; he said, 'What are the alternatives?' 3ut he helped you

along -- '1ow let me say this alternative won't do. Why not?' And he got

you to work on every possibility, one after another..."

She goes on to say, "About Christmas time that first year, perhaps

three and a half months after he began studying in the new program, he came

in to see Yr. Anderson. He said, 'Wnat I have to know now is whether you

think I have what it takes to go into medicine. I have to 13ake up my mind

now, because this is my last chance to get into the Golden Gloves competition.'

That afternoon he gave up boxing -- a kind of certificate of commitment to

try to study. 3y the end of the first year he had abandoned the idea that

he would be a doctor, and decided he wanted to be a theoretical chemist."

(46, pp. 86, 07)
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The first step in the Development of Autonomy is disengagement from the

parents, and as the first steps are taken, the support of non-parental adults

as well as peers is sought. This dynamic accounts for the isolization and

idealization of warm and sensitive teachers and other adults by young

college students. Because of this, those adults who are accessible and who

are fully known can have isuostaatia.L mnact whether they be cook, custodian

or college professor. With them the actions and reactions habitual with

parents and other adults which were learned during childhood can be re-

examined and alternative behaviors can be tes ed. In this fashion new modes

of relationships with persons in authority and with institutional expressions

of authority can be developed. Thus a student can move from dependency or

rebellious independence toward relationships of mutual respect and regard

where areas of interdependency are recognized within which living space for

an autonomous existence can be built. .1-:y serving as examples of varied life

styles and value orientations,.such adults can also help foster development

of identity. Through them students can perceive more clearly the satis-

factions and frustrations which accompany varied patterns of vocation and

avocation and varied relationships of marriage and family. In conversation

with them studen;:s can clarify their own values and interests, their own

notions of a satisfying existence, their own areas of consonance and

c_,..ssonance.

There is substantial evidence concerning the impact of student-faculty

relationships on variables relevant to the Davelopment of Autonomy and

Identity. Both Jacob (28) and Eddy (16) found "values" and 'character

development" to be influenced primarily by relationships with individual



teachers who had strong value, comnitm:nts of their own and who made these

clear. Wilson, at Antioch, found that courses and teachers "accounted

for 41 percent of new interests, tastes, and appreciations developed"

(65, p. 3)

Raushenbush ties it all together beautifully. She says, "The ways in

which teachers affect seriously the education of their students are many;

but however the teachers function in the classroom, whatever their style,

their subject, their way of talking to the students or with then, what

students remember, what reached the heart of their learning, what they

cherished more than any other one thing, is the sense of Shared experience

with a teacher. They know the teacher is going through something when the

stueents are; the students speak of this when it is happening, and often

a-Fterward, for the sense of communion lasts. Such teachers care about what

becomes of their students, but their concern for their students is not

limited by a wish to do something for them. There is important experience

to be discovered, work to be done, a world to function in; and the educa-

tion of the students, their growth to manhood, the personal enlargement

education should bring, has a better chance of accomplishment if the teacher

can forward the experience, reveal work to do, help them to find in study

ways to runct..1.on....

"In sometimes inarticulate and ungraceful language they explained what

teaching had done for them, 'Through contact with people, I learned to

understand myself more aad to understand other people. And in dealings

with a few instructors ... I began, you know, to look into myself and to

find out what it was I was doing in school, and to me this is really some-
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thing; c,ecause if by comin here and findirc, out what Im ' here for what

I want and what I want to do later on, I can get my bearings. ,Here you

know, I've been able to talk and not be on the defensive -- not putting on

an act all the time. If I don't know something I can come out and show my

ignoranc , and to me this has been a big help, because most of the time in

high school and other courses at the University, I act my way through rather

than lea-en.... And it wasn't until I got into personal contact with some

of the instructors that I began to realize that learning was more than

this, and learning was more important than this..." (46, pp. 135, 136.)

Of course, as Adelson (1) points out, a teacher may also serve as an

"anti-model"; as a lodestar from which the student sails away as fast as

he can, saying to himself, "Whatever he is, I will not be; whatever he

is for, I am against." Figure 5 illustrates some of these lodestars whom

we have all observed, at least on campuses other.than our own. Teachers

who are such a force for revulsion also provoke development, and each of

us must recognize that if we are a force at all, for some students the valence

will be negative, not positive. L'ut better that students encounter a sub-

stantial being, than a calculating role player or an elusive'shadow.

(Insert Figure 5 about here)

Proposition # 7 - The student culture amplifies or attenuates the impact

of curriculum, teaching and evaluation, residence hall arrangements, and

relationships with faculty.

The student culture defines for those who come into it the acceptable

modts vivendi between student and institution. It sets the framework within

which a student builds a repertoire of attitudes and activities with which
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h2 responds to the opportunities and frustrations, the freedom and constraints,

the ideals and the disillusions, which the institution provides. It is the

student culture which interprets to the newcomer the range of deviancics

which the institution will tolerate and the likely consequences if one

steps out of bounds. Further, the student culture may carry values and empliases

of its own, distinct from or in opposition to, those of the institution; or

it may go beyond the faculty and administration in endorsing and acting on

values to which the institution ascribes. Thus student culture has sub-

stantial impact on student development.

Its impozet on the Development of Intellectual Competence is well

doc2.umented. Hughes, Becker, and Geer (27) describe the ways in which student

culture in medical school influences not only how much work will be done

but also which knowledge and skills will be given most attention and which

neglected. Studies of fraternities and sororities also reveal the strength

of this force. Scott, for example, found that fraternity men valued inde-

pendence, intellectuality, and creativity.less, and social skills and social

status more, than their non-fraternity peers, and found that pledging and

non-pledging freshmen moved in different directions throughout their fresh-

man year. (50) Similarly, Wallace found that membership in Greek-letter

societies imparted a powerful downward push to the orientation to achieve

high grades. (61, p. SO) On the other hand, as Stern's studies have de-

monstrated (54, 55) the student culture can also maintain a strong intellectual

climate where readings, writings, and artistic products are valued and

shared, and where ideas are the principle focus and substance of student

conversations rather than the latest developments in heterosexual relation-
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ships or the most recent or upcordng athletic event.

It is the student culture which principally defines the appropriate

resDonses to institutional authority and the accepted modes of interaction

with faculty members. Thus it may facilitate or limit the Development of

Autonomy. Where friendship with a faculty member is seen as currying favor

to receive higher grades, easy relationships where free exchange and mutuality

of regard might grow are difficult to develop and sustain because the attendant

jibes are too painful or the risks of rejection too great. When the culture

maintains a conspiracy of silence and supports subversion of regulations,

quiet deviation, and playing it cool, those confrontations with persons in

authority and those challenges to outdated rules and regulations which are

necessary for both individual and institutional growth do not occur. Or

uhen the culture demands intransigent rebelliousness which precludes listening,

reflection, or compromise, then impasses develop whica fix both students and

institution in anti-developmental positions.

Student culture similarly effects the Development of identity. Identity

is best fostered when one can range freely through varied situations and test

varied responses to them, when one can try different roles with varying

degrees of commitment and investment, and when in so doing one receives clear

feedback uncontaminated by the stereotypes of others and unclouded by one's

own anxiety. But where status is accorded to only a limited set of roles,

be they athlete or intellectual, activist or addict, party boy or pre-

professional, and when the range of situations for approved activity are

limited, then Development of Identity suffers. Premature and totalistic

investment in a single alternative, or passive non-investment, are frequent
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responses, neither of which provides the basis by which a wide range of

resonances can be tested and through which a satisfying and productive sense .

of self can be built.

The impact of student culture on the Freeing of Interpersonal Relation-

ships is sufficiently clear to need little elaboration. Where the culture

precludes, or assigns second class citizenship to, students of particular

background, of particular talents, of particular interests, values, or

attitudes, then stereotypes are reinforced and opportunities to learn how

to live and to work with such persons are limited. Thus the degree of open-

ness and flexibility which characterizes a particular student culture and

the extent to which restrictive sub-cultures exist on a given campus, are

factors of special significance for the Freeing of Interpersonal Relation-

ships.

So much for relationshps between student development and fair major

aspects of the campus environment; curriculum, teaching, and evaluation,

residence hall arrangements, student-faculty relationships, and student

culture. Seven propositions have been offered which to my mind receive

reasonable research support and which are congruent with the experiences of

many of us.

Implications

What are the implications of these seven propositions for four-year

church-related colleges? Let's take them in reverse order and consider what

Changes in customary practice might lead to increased effectiveness. I

know there is substantial diversity among the institutions representec here,

so I recognize that there are exceptations to some of my assumptions about
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'customary practices" but as generalizations 1 believe they apply to most.

Student Culture

Student culture is difficult to manage. Yet when it is non-supporting

of, or in opposition to, major institutional objectives action is necessary.

Effective action is difficult because primary reliance must be placed on

indirect measures which operate in general fashion over a considerable length

of time. A foundation stone for influencing the student culture is the involve-

ment of students as bonafide members of major faculty committees which are

concerned with institutional practice and policy. Regular membership, with

sufficient provision for continuity, allows students to experience the full

complexity of problems and enables them to explain these complexities more

fully to their peers. 7urther, such membership calls attention to, and pulls

interest toward, the primary purposes of the institution and thus provides

a counterbalance for the pulls of extracurricular and extra-college attractions.

Students have participated in curriculum planning, in teacher and course

evaluation, in revision of rules and regulations, in decisions about food

services and their operation, and in deliberations concerning residence hall

arrangements, in enough different college settings to demonstrate the value

of such involvement. The experience of most institutions is that under

conditions of regular membership students are responsible and energetic;

they bring information and insights which thight have been missed and they

serve as sound mediators between the institution and the student culture.

After such a practice has been in operation for a time, student-faculty

task forces can be set up to deal with particular problems and a reservoir

of student experience and competence is there to call on.
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Yhe small s4::e and the sense of co-unity which characterize many church-

- " - 1 coi:os orrer C. context whe greater studen: involvement can yield

L;ood dividends. 0..1 manv campuses relationships between the student culture

the faculty and administration, are benign and cooper-

ative. Me sharp conflicts wi.ich have arisen frequently elsewhere have not

ye:. developed at most Church- elated colleges. Neither have the tough pro-

blems concerning sex, drinking, and drugs grown to such proportions that

drastic action Is needed. Thus conditions are now propitious for the develop-

of more widespread and more substantial student involvement. Then if

the poblems currently plaguing the large public and small private institutions

come to your church-related colleges, a foundation of experience and a tested

framework for cooperative effort will be ready.

Of course direct action is also possible through new programs:

tutorials, independent study, freshman seminars, intercession workshops, all

campus discussion groups, flexible programming, all have been introduced and

have. given the intellectual climate a shot in the arm. Experience suggests

it is best .to start building a modified student culture with the freshmen,

and further, that it is important to begin as soon as, and if possible be-

fore, they arrive on campus. c:allace's research and other studies suggest

that substantial freshman change in response to the existing student culture

occurs by the end of the first semester, and even during the first six weeks.

"iut if an entering student is confronted with a new program and treated in

y.s which define 1.im as something special then there is not only some

insulation from the impact of the old timers, but also he may maintain a

diffe-rent orientation long enought to influence the old patterns. Most
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studaats catu.A: collee w:Lth hih ideals and hih expectations. Sharp and

quick dieillusionment is tl.e fate of many. If they meet creative pro-

ersLo6.11k- institutionss stment in its oun primary pur-

poses, its concern to develop a more eaucat.ive community, and its faith and

assumption taae they Len !Leet ehe e.iceionse, ,.aen enthusiastic response often

occurs, and in the course of two or three years stueient culture may be signi-

Student-Facutv
1.-

-,igtionshir)s may be more intransio.ent than student

culture. Y.,'u t. most church-related
ccileges have a head start in this area.

First, they have long been primarily teaching institutions, both by design

and bv "1,..--.ssitv Second, i..Liere is i-eouent.l.y a n.I.,a level of concern for
..eee

. 1

the individual student and open espousal of values explicitly stated. Thus,

faculty motivation and institutional orientation are both favorable. Some

institutions, however, as they inc ease in size, as federal funds for research

become more readily available, as they are able to pay better salaries and

attract persons with a large collection_of academic credentials, and as it

becomes possible to aim for prestige rather than simple survival, are attempting

to yoke the glamorous filly research to the old workhorse teaching. It

seems clear from the 0::pei.rence of institutions large and small that these

two don't pull together smoothly, and indeed often pull in contrary directions,

leaving the institution innobilized if not torn apart. It seems to me the

small church-related college should develop from its strength, teaching and

concern for individual development, rather than from its weakness, research,

where most are ill equipped to compete successfully. Few can be two-event
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s dav whcn t:Ac tc c.,1:1, 0- cicatly talzen
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" "

an educational coatri ution of Zi=t order by giving priority

tea-chin

rrood

...In an ce o bi,,ness and 47:Desona1ity, the church colege has

,

at its disposa... C VIM. 02 4.7.:10 WOC.1 CL37 ity of t:Ae individual which can

0oive to undergraduate eachii an 1-edient badly needed. (43, p. 59)

Publlc and wholehearted allegiance to this orientation would attract

students and would attract faculty mebers who want to work with them. And

it would set the climate firmly in favor of working relationships between

students and faculty lembers to foster student development. In such a con-

text students could go to faculty members less anxious about interrupting

the "more importaat activities of research and writing. Faculty members

in turn could respoad wi'zh greater sense of leisure and concern, and could

more often establish those relationships with students which are clearly

satisfying and productive.

Residence Hall Arrangements

The developmental potential and impact of residence hall settings has

r ceived little systematic attention. If church-related colleges gave some

thought to relationships between the usual residence hall arrangements and

the Develo7)ment of Tntellectual Competence, the Development of Autonomy,

and the Free'ng of Interpel-sonalRelations4ps, I suspect two modifications

would follow: (a) more adequate space for joint study and for group conver-
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1,2s are c-austionac: a L, eese.oved. Residence hall design and ne regulations

fa.pose. -can :foster or inhibit :,uch exchanges and can influence the range

of persons th whom such cngs -:1,ay occur. When lounge space is available

b 11 sessions can oecur ane roommatcs Can study without direct interference.

'nen a loLno, rnot be crossed to get to a room the possibilities bf being

m m

cap 'Jy. a no,. e_3,..,eae,.ae-easc... A small increase in the square footage

of a loun,le may yield a large increase in the number of groups or pairs that

can be accommocated. Lourrre with somewhat broken space accc=odate more

3roupo with less 4nte,-ference than the same space as an uninterrupted

rectangle. Thus attention to the size, the design, and the location of

lounges in residence halls can yield developmental dividends.

2\egulations also play a role. Rules which severely restrict visiting

within and between houses may curtail opportunities for significant ex-

change when the time for it is ripe. Curfews and room checks may nip fruit-

. 1 discussion ane :lay generate reluctance to open up important areas of

concern when one cannot look forward to pursuing them until some temporary

resolution is achieved. Over-concern for maintaining silence or quiet

conditions may create an insistent fog which dampens the free exchange and

emotional expression that is part of any serious consideration of issues

significant Lo tile person one is or t.hat one tentatively micrht become.

In short, regulations and housing design may create a condition where because
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fruitful u::chal)-, 4' dif.:'4-ult to achieve becomes 'not the thi_nr, to do'

or at 'east generally not done. But with attention, conditions more develop-

:aiy nronl,.,ouL) can De
arran,,0
ed. And the potential gains are great

eno..1. co warrant st,.ch efforts.
0-
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-
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Despite tac imnortance o7 student-faculty relationships and residence

nai l arran3ements, foy the caurch-related college the primary focus for con-
,

cern must be its system of curriculum, teaching, and evaluation. This is

particularly true for the Catholic colleges and for colleges serving the

Baptists, Lutherans, and other evangelical and fundamentalistic protestant

denominations. For them the need is urgent for two reasons. First, be-

cause the balance of evidence suggests intellectual under-productivity relative

to other American colleges. Second, because the characteristics of students

who seek out and are admitted to these institutions are such that prevailing

Practices are not the ones most likely to foster the development of higher

or:.er intellectual Competence, the Development of Autonomy, or the Freeing

of interpersonal Relationships. And further, when these institutions are

staffed by their oun or by similar graudates a system of limited productivity

is perpetuated.

Now I realize that these are hard words and I recognize that there are

exceptions. But Ile weic-lat of the 0rieneral evidence seems
clear. can

0-

only be illustrative, not exhaustive, but if you are unfamiliar with this

literature I recommend the sunmaries given by Trent (59) and Pattillo and

liacenzie (44). -Each of these reflects somewhat the orientation of the

author, but taken together they provide a comprehensive picture of the
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relevant research.

The -relative lack of intellectual productivity among American Catholics

is 1-eflected by ratings of college's educational Guality, proportions of

Ph.D., proportions of scholarly :.nd creative contributions in the arts,

huanities, or sciences, or the expression of attitudes known to be associated

with scholarliness. And the fundamentalistic protestant sects follow

closely after the Catho'ics. (11, 23, 29, 30, 47). Thistlethwaite (57)

found flexibility of curriculum, and energy and controversiality of instruction

to be positively related to hours of study, reflectiveness, breadth of inter-

ests, and intellectual endeavor. Catholic colleges, however, espoused

closeness of supervision and direct teachins which minimized controversy,

and these factors were negatively related to the items mentioned above.

1:eel (40), found a Catholic faculty group to be "fact-oriented", aiming to

give students the basic facts of a subject, compared to a non-Catholic

A.aculty which was more 'prop_em oriented , aiming to stimulate thinking

about problem areas in a subject. Our own research indicates that those

conditions cited for the Catholic colleges also Characterize our conser-

vative P otestant institutions. (9)

What are the dharacteristics of the students who encounter this conven-

tional orientation and its attendant teaching practices? Dressel admin-

istered a battery of instruments to Michigan State students and found the

Catholics as a group to be more stereotypic than all others and this was

particularly true of parochial school graduates. And he found Baptists

to be highly similar. (15) Farwell and Warren (21) studying National Merit

Scholarship winners found those enrolled in Catholic colleges compared to



- 'u1711C-IL Ot--,!fc,, to be the most superficial in their perceptions

the leai,t interested in abstract though: and the manipulation of ideas, and

the most autl,oritarian. And a5-ain, tae findings for the students entering

the conservative Protestant collec'es in our Proiect are consistent with

this picture. (9)

Such Z4ndings are not attributable to variation in academic aptitude

nor in social class bee:Luse they still occur when such factors are taken

into account. (10, 59) Yor are they a simple function of religious faith.

*Lasically, they seem to stem from in-group cohesiveness and defensiveness

which has fostered 1-igid and,restrictive norms for oenavior and belief,-

authoritarianism, fearfulness of ambiguity and conflict, and thus lack of

interest in complex and subtle ideas. This is the basic dynamic posited by

Treat and his own studies of students in colleges of different religious

orientations offer solid and clear support. Those of you who are familiar

with the recent Danforth Foundation Report (44) will note the remarkable

congruence between the findings of that cumprehensive effort and the more

narticular studies mentioned above.

As one moves toward more liberal religious orientations or more nominal

church affiliation, the picture changes. Swarthmore, Haverford, Grinnell,

and -.(enyon, for example, are among the top ranking institutions. Thus I

want to reemphasize that the findings and the dynamic described here apply

most forcefully to the Catholic and the fundamentalistic Protestant colleges.

And we should also not forget the contribution of church related colleges to

the service professions of medicine, ministry, and teaching (5, 32, 45) as

we focus on this other problem area.
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points concernin curriculum, teaching, and evaluation for

the church related college are these: (a) a rex-aired curriculum, implemented

y lectures and competitive evaluation procedures fosters memorization of

information in conformity to teacher expectations and requirements,and inhibits

the Development of Autonomy, Identity, and the Freeing of Interpersonal

it does not foster higher order critical thinking and

proLlum solving abilities, (b) this pattern prevails in most church related

colleges, (c) stu:lents who enter such institutions are not strongly interested

in things intellectual and are already predisposed toward conformity and

tm'ard passive and uncritical acceptance of ahe facts" as given by the teacher,

(6.) consequently, there is only limited development of higher intellectual

skills, and limited Development of Autonomy. Stereotyped attitudes and

behaviors toward others are also little affected.

The centrality of this problem recluires that it receive attention.

Despite the complexity of different patterns of curriculum, teaching, and

evaluation, action is possible which can lead to fundamental improvements.

Eere we can only list briefly some changes which have'been viewed with sat-

isfaction where tried:

It has been recognized that sound resources for learning and oppor-

tunities for developmentally useful experiences exist away from the campus

and that each institution does not have to provide the full range with its

own limited resources. In response to this shift in thinking, curricula

have been modified to accommodate study abroad and at other colleges in this

country, peace Corps service, work in city slums and with American Indians,

participation in commlinity development and community action programs, and

ar activities.
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It has bee..1 :eco3niJ that not all learning occurs in classes and
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that not all teaching must be done by faculty members. Thus reading-periods,

week-end conferences, intercession seminars, student taught courses, inde-

pendent study, and tutorials with persons outside the institution are no

longer new or radical notions.

- The effectiveness of self observation in improving performance has

been recognized. Oonsecluently, some institutions have begun to use audio

and video tape recordings of class sessions for subsequent review by the

teacher alone or with a colleague or two° as a way- to improve teachinT.

It has been recognized that evaluational procedures can be modified

and that the traditional system has within it room for considerable flexibility.

Consequently:

-- Pass or fail grading has increased, especially for courses

'outside the major".

-- Students have been permitted to take courses and be exempt

frcm any grade.

-- Within courses instructors have put substantial portions of

work on a simple pass-fail basis, or have let the grade derive from a limited

sample of performance while asking for other materials which are not subjected

to grading of any form.

-- Group oral exams and group papers have been used to promote

coolperative rather than competitive effort.

-- Two answer sheets have been distributed with multiple Choice

exams. One is turned in at the end of the exam period. The other is taken

aay to be reviewed with books available and with the benefit of more time
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for thought. Then this second sheet is turned in half credit is given for

correct answers which were in error on the first sheet.

-- Whether to take the final has been left to individual decision.

Az thc end of the last week of classes each student is told of his grade

up to that point. He is told also cinat exam scores would yield different

a -a0es.. In the --0licrht of this information each student decides whether or

not to take the final.

-- Students have been given problems and sample answers reflecting

varied levels of performance. With these in hand they have graded themselves

and other class members.

-- Students have been asked to state their own purposes in taking

a course and to develop the criteria and measures by w-e-.leC^h saccessl.ul per-

formance would be assessed.

This array of ideas'àbviously is not offered as a set of recommendations.

Ilut it does indicate some of the things which have been tried and suggests

practices which would probably improve the effectiveness of most current

systems. Because curriculum, teaching, and evaluation is so central, modi-

fication must take place here before change in residence hall arrangements or

student-faculty relationships is likely to have much effect. And because

t:-.e consequences of current practices seem so severe, change is indicated even

if it is limited to some of the small steps described above.

Characteristics of Entrants

Of course another way to foster the development of Intellectual Com-

petence, of Autonomy, of identity, and the freeing of Interpersonal Relation-

ships is to modify the 'mix among the students admitted. The distinctive

1. hany of these were reported to :de by jaues J'YlcDowell, with our Project this

year on sabbatical fron



characteristics of.students entering differcznt types of colleges is well

documented. For those colleges with a clear and well defined image, as is

the case with most church related institutions, the result is a homogeneous

student body. In our thirteen college project for example, the means and

standard (.17..-v-Lt.lais on personality raeasures for Goddard and Shinier and for

Bryan and 7.:ess-':ah we-,-e such that oVerlap in the groups was insignificant.

(9) I would argue that the impact of both these pairs of institutions

would be increased if each had soma students of the other. To achieve

greater diversity within the student body at the same time that one maintains

a clear and forceful institutional philosophy and purpose, is not easy.

First, it requires careful and systematic recruitment with a resulting

increase in cost per applicant. Second, it requires enough applicants so

some selection is .00ssilJle, and not all of us are in that position. U

third, and most difficult, it requires the courage.to accept students who

clearly deviate from the pattern which gives us greatest comfort, and it

requires supportive efforts for such students after they arrive. No one

likes to give himself the needle, but injection of a few antibodies of the

right kind can lead to increased health and vigor. Of course, ./laen the

antibody may make its presence felt for four years, we cannot be consoled

wita the thought that "it will only hurt for a minute". On the other hand,

we may grow enough ourselves so that that which initially gives pain comes

to be felt as pleasure.

The point is that the major educative force for one student is another.

If Freeln of Interpersonal Relationships is to occur, and if Intellectual

Competence, 2iutonony, and Identity are to be maximally fostered, greater
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diversity than currently exists at most Church related colleges is needed.

Simply raising the cut off points for college board scores will not foster

a rich and educative institutional climate. Values, beliefs, intellectual

style, and orientations toward authority, must also receive attention.

Careful student selection, 2-,12ided by clearly formulated institutional pur-

poses and thoughtful balancing of diverse characteristics is one of the best

roads to improved institutional effectiveness.

Clarity of Objectives, Leadership and Initiative

By now it should be clear that explicit institutional objectives which

are taken seriously, and a wel informed and soundly developed point of

view concerning educational practice and student development, are both

necessary if congruent fields of force are to be generated. But to get all

the institutional arrows pointed in roughly the same direction is no mean

administrative task. To achieve it the small college president must not

only be able to raise funds. He must also have a coherent philosophy of

education, administrative skill, and the ability to delegate authority. Men

brought directly from the ministry or from business may be effective fund

raisers but they are often deficient in these other qualifications. A useful

response to this condition is the inauguration of workshops and more frequent

faculty meetings in which all members of the administration and faculty

are expected to participate. When such meetings are devoted to the educa-

tional process and to the strengths and weaknesses of various institutional

components, considerable refreshment and growth can occur. While outside

resource persons can be helpful, useful exchange can readily occur without

them. Interested faculty members can review the.literature and present
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Churca reted col.t.ages share another characteristic which is a two

ee:,ed swore. It is, as Pat:illo lfuiiy says, their resnonsiveness
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LL.L. 1:e attributes this "responsiveness to their
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L.J.z.,u ...L. is a function o_ Lae generally

eL.....0.i...arlan characteristics
4=", 1 J. memzers and administrators, and or

iong - e.nectaL-ons decisioas and Prescriptions
,

for behavior come down from aovc.,. It is interesting to note that later in

the Danforth Foundation report the second recommendation asks for "restructuring

or acminisLia-ion-. The writers say, urge trustees and administrators to

,, serious thouht o the rLvant 0 es Of a group leadership pattern in which

the day-to-day work of the president would be more realistically defined....

We real-'ze that some presidents may resist proposals for a more realistic

sharing of authority and responsibility on the grounds that this would tend

to weaken their position. This objection, it seems to us, is less telling

than the deficiencies of the present form of organization. (43, pp. 52, 53)

indeed such reorganization is necessary if intellectual ferment and widely

shared participation in institutional improvement is to become indigenous.

0ae userui step m7,-
--L. De tO US$. some members of the i)oard to join with-

members of both administration and faculty in the consideration of institu-

tonal nroblems, particularly those which involve more than funding and

finances. The survival of some sound church colleges is threatened by

_"--a-s gent Loards, and other 3oards have severely hapered creative ad-

-eac.-s,,in which aas generated energetic faculty support. More
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tution, would hel.,). '.,cir.strative and '"aculty leadership and initiative

would then less often be scLeiched._
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' of admilaistrative personnel,

will not yield immediate results. The authoritarian structure and disposi-

L-01. db ,..ecLL a parL ot Lae faca_Lty as of t.Lie administration. A friend

of mine, recently returned to a conservative Protestant college which had

- - tiNT
. 0.4

Drought in a new president nac tnis to say, tnis new preoiaen6

is really ready to move. 7.-1:e's willing to.let things nappen. Lut nobody

on Lae faculty will do anything. T used to think we never did anything

because the administration didn't let us. 'Sao you get a new idea and che

aaministration says 'Go anead cr
a

T

nc you can L et anyone to woiLc on it.
57

own experience in a workshop with that faculty and administration was

instructive. The workshop comprised three, three hour sessions with all the

faculty and administration. In the first session it became clear that a major

institutional objective concerned the preparation of students to deal

effectively with, and to have an impact an, American society which was per-

ceived as needing modification in certain areas. In this discussion it was

recognized that American society was essentially urban and suburban and was

becoming more so. Next, attention was turneE to data concerning the back-

grounds of the entering students which indicated that the parents of ninety

7)ercent belonged ta the denomination served by the college, that fifty percent

had attended denoiainational secondary schools, and that most had grown up

on fa,-ms, or in small or medium sized towns. In the second session we

-
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ard. 1. the work nattemoted advisedly because

starting Cliscusoll and setting it to run reminded me of my 1946 Jeep on

a thirty belo;7 zero mornins. The participants seemed simply unable or un-

w4r-Inc- to exam'ne the institution in relation to the ideas or concern, and
0

similarly unable to generate any new ideas for action. In the third session

-"LL,C.1 ro.L.Loo.,.a3 LLA. LAL a related denomination,

lately turned Dean and now with a state university, gavLi an impassioned

speech in which he reviewed the problem and suggested that the institution

send students for a period to live with families of the denomination in

New Yor".g. or 2Yladelphia or Tiashington. During this period they would study

the city, undertake some kind of service work in it, and directly experience

it for therselves. Doth the faculty and administration responded with great

enthusiasm to these remarks and to the suggestion. During this last year a

joint program was developed with the City College of New York with financial

assistance undo:the Developing Colleges act. This sumer twenty students and

a faculty member will be spending siN weeks studying and living in New York

and academic credit will be granted for the experience. It is worth noting

that despite the initial enthusiasm of faculty and administration two years

passed lJefore action was taken. And it is probably also significant that

1 .4-7 -1
tne wLo ned_ped cleve.LoD Lae program and who is 0.oing witn Lao

students to New York is the one who commented to me about the passivity of

""U
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ly to it when exhorted by an admired

;ut also note, nowever, that it took the

push and ener,:;y 62 a more adventurou:, member, fresh from a year away, to

convert the idea into a nro--ram and to carry it out.

7,
experIences sue
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- this wlich suggest to me that something be-

yond more widespread delegation of authority and responsibility is required

if institutional Change in the service of increased e-Ffect4veness is to

occur. Clear and vif;orous eciucational leadership rather than a simple

laissez faire stance, is obviously necessary. Lut in addition it will

proba5iy lso 5e necessary to undertake a program of faculty diversification

similar to that needed for the student body. Faculty selection is, of course,

ele most importane vehicle for the maintenance and implementation of institu-
.

tional purposes, and faculty appointed must 'be sympathetic with those pur-

poses. Yet diversity of orientation concerning means, diversity of educa-

tional orientations, and diversity of backgrounds, can provide both the sti-

elilus to new and inproved programs and the manpower to plan and to carry them

out. Again, as with students, an institution must be in a position to exercise

choice, and then careful balancing is necessary to preserve the basic

institutional thrust and to guard against chaos. 3-at it seems clear that

to .2, cre,lal statement or creneral ar-reemene with a particular,

religious orientation, and/ol- appropriate academic credentials are not suffi-

criteria to assure a faculty which will provide continued institutional
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al dimensions of difference must

additional crizeria for employment exercised. And for an

....nstitution to survive in the current context of rapid social change, such

self -re.-eneration 10 rec:uircd.
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In conc. _L...esion et me s..)oak expeacitiv to that which I have left imlicit

so far. I have granted a major pl ce to asp cts of student development other

than intellectual competence. I started out by positing six others that

deserve attention and have commented on three in more detail. Many colleges

have long given lip service,to some of these but now words nust be joined

oy deecs. Men colleges simly served to prepare ministers, teachers, and

aristocrats for their future occu2at,Lons, and when few attended college,

exclusive concentration on the Verbal and on the intellect was sufficient

foi- the needs of tae students and of socieey. But consider this. In 1953

9 000 2
"-000 students enrolled for underaduate and professional derees.
r:e.;)

c, in

+53 -he figure was 4,000,000; by 1973 7,000,000 are expected, and this will

,
oe about forzn-six 7)ercent or zae population ared eic,nteen to twenty-one.

r2he industrial revolution of the nineteenth century created an adolescence

where none existed before and now the technological revolution of the twentieth

is creating another developmental period of young adulthood. It is in the

college setting where this period will be experienced by more and more

young people as universal higher education becom.es a reality. During the

next twenty years it is the college graduate who will assume control of the

occupational, political, educatioaal, and religious organizations in this
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